Optional BenchMark® 320+ and BenchMark® 460+ with Full TMC420 Communications Capabilities

Full communications capabilities normally associated with TMC420-based systems are now available for both BENCHMARK® models. Called the BENCHMARK® 320+ and BENCHMARK® 460+, these optional configurations include a host serial port providing both programmable and extended protocols. And, they feature all of the TTL and 12-24VDC I/O capabilities of TMC420-based systems including:

**TTL INPUTS**
- START PRINT
- ABORT

**12-24VDC I/O**
- START PRINT INPUT
- ABORT INPUT
- 4 PATTERN SELECT INPUTS (1 CAN BE ASSIGNED AS A “MARKER ONLINE” INPUT)
- READY OUTPUT
- DONE OUTPUT

For the BENCHMARK 320+, specify Telesis Part Number 41258+

For the BENCHMARK 460+, specify Telesis Part Number 55507+